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ABSTRACT 
 Materials for high-temperature turbine environments face rigorous operating conditions. Not 
only are components exposed to high-temperature oxidation, but corrosive gasses that evolve during 
combustion and service operation can also lead to degradation. Ni-based superalloys are used in 
turbines for their strength and creep resistance at high temperatures. The compositions of these 
superalloys are such that they do not provide adequate environmental protection alone; therefore, 
coatings are used to protect the underlying materials from degradation. Currently, there is no coating 
that provides adequate protection to both oxidation and hot corrosion. In high-temperature areas 
where the main degradation mode is oxidation, β-NiAl-type diffusion coatings are often used. These 
metal coatings have a significant Al content to insure Al2O3-scale formation, which provides excellent 
oxidation protection but variable corrosion resistance that is highly dependent on composition. 
Conversely, MCrAlY overlay coatings (M=Ni, Co, or NiCo) provide superior corrosion resistance 
due to their relatively high Cr content (up to about 30at%), but cannot be used in applications 
exceeding 1000°C due to limited oxidation protection. A new generation of Al2O3-scale-forming 
coating, based on Hf+Pt-modified γ-Ni + γ’-Ni3Al, can show excellent oxidation protection and 
increased corrosion protection compared to β-type coatings. This research modifies the Hf+Pt-
modified γ-Ni + γ’-Ni3Al coating composition with Cr and Si to increase the hot-corrosion resistance, 
while maintaining superior oxidation resistance. The best-performing γ-Ni + γ’-Ni3Al composition 
was found to be Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf alloy (at%). Tests were conducted on both bulk alloys 
and coatings. Thermal spraying was used to generate the coatings for testing. A Pt-modification 
procedure was devised for the thermal-spray coatings. Oxidation testing and accelerated hot corrosion 
testing were used to assess performance. Metallography, SEM and EDS techniques were used to 
characterize samples and rank performance. As will be shown, the Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf 
composition provided the best combination of oxidation and hot corrosion protection when compared 
to Ni-50Al-15Pt (Pt-modified β), Ni-20Al-20Pt-1wt%Hf (γ-Ni + γ’-Ni3Al), Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y 
(β+γ MCrAlY), and Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y (γ+γ’ MCrAlY), with all compositions listed in at%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Gas turbines have progressed greatly over the last 70 years due in part to academic and 
industrial research efforts focused on increasing the operating temperature of the engine, thereby 
increasing the efficiency of the engine. Advancements such as single-crystal turbine blades and 
thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) have aided significantly in the increase in temperature for aero 
turbines and industrial gas turbines (IGTs), Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The expanding market of 
IGTs for power generation has influenced research as well. The ever increasing temperature 
requirements for turbines result in oxidation becoming a primary degradation mode. In addition, as 
the overall operating temperature in the turbine continue to rise, certain components are becoming 
susceptible to degradation via hot corrosion [1]. 
 
 
Figure 1 Operating Temperature versus Time[2]. 
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Figure 2 Operating temperature vs Time; IGT[3]. 
 
The simple model of the gas turbine is broken into two sections, the cold section and the hot 
section; as seen in Figure 3. The cold section is comprised of the intake and the compression 
segments of the engine. The intake draws air into the engine using larger vanes connected to the drive 
shaft of the turbine. The incoming air is then compressed with a different set of vanes that are 
connected to the drive shaft. The compressed air then enters the hot section of the engine.  
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Figure 3 Schematic of an Industrial Gas Turbine; Cross section of the GE LM5000. 
 
The hot section consists of the combustor, turbine, and exhaust segments. The compressed air 
then enters the combustor segment where fuel is injected and combustion occurs. The rapidly 
expanding gas exits the combustor and enters the turbine segment of the engine. Here the expanding 
gas travels between alternating sets of stator and rotor turbine blades. The gas forces the turbine 
section to rotate, in turn powering the cold section of the turbine as well any equipment connected to 
the shaft. In areo engines the gas leaves the turbine segment and is used for thrust. In IGTs the hot 
exhaust gases are used to power secondary steam turbines (combined cycle configuration) or to heat 
buildings or water (cogeneration configuration).  
Combustion occurs at temperatures that far exceed the melting temperatures of the materials 
that the combustion product comes into contact with. For example, within the turbine segment of the 
engine, the exhaust temperature can be as high as 1500°C, which exceeds the melting temperature of 
the blade material by approximately 250°[4]. However, the blade can survive with the application of a 
TBC coupled with internal cooling channels. Figure 4 shows a typical cross section of a TBC-coated 
aero turbine blade with a TBC coating. The top coat at the surface is typically a 6-8 wt% yittria-
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stabilized zirconia (YSZ). Zirconia (ZrO2) has a monoclinic crystal structure at room temperature, but 
transforms to a tetragonal structure at 1174°C, which causes serious damage to the material because 
of the large volume change associated with this reversible transformation. Adding the prescribed 
amount of yittria (Y2O3) stabilizes the tetragonal and cubic phases of zirconia and precludes the 
undesired formation of the monoclinic phase during thermal cycling. The main purpose of the TBC 
layer is to limit the thermal exposure of the underlying blade. The low thermal conductivity of the 
TBC,~1-2 wm-1k-1 [5] is partly an intrinsic property of the ceramic as well as the structure of the 
coating. Figure 5 shows an electron beam physical vapor deposited (EB-PVD) topcoat, the coating is 
engineered to be porous to limit thermal conduction pathways through the coating. This inhibits the 
transmission of phonons and photons by lattice scattering[4]. As well, the columnar structure allows 
the ceramic to be somewhat strain tolerant, enabling the top coat to survive the stresses induced in 
operation of the turbine. This structure, however, also allows high oxygen permeability through the 
layer, which can lead to oxidation problems for the underlying bond coat and turbine materials [6]. 
Figure 6 displays an alternate thermal sprayed TBC system. 
 
Figure 4 Typical cross section of a TBC coating system[4]. 
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Figure 5 EB-PVD deposited ceramic top coat[5]. 
 
Figure 6 Cross section of a thermal sprayed TBC system. 
 
 
As mentioned above, the TBC also contains a bond coat, Figure 4 and Figure 6, which is a 
metallic material that provides some oxidation protection for the underlying turbine blade and also 
serves to anchor the ceramic outer layer. Historically, the bond coat for aero-engines has typically 
been a β-NiAl diffusion coating. The β coating was initially applied to provide standalone oxidation 
protection of the superalloy substrate, before the introduction of the ceramic top coat. The β 
aluminide coatings have an ordered simple cubic crystal structure and an aluminum content ranging 
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from ~35 to 54 at%1
Figure 4
. Such a large aluminum reservoir promotes the formation of an α-Al2O3 scale, 
often referred to as a thermally grown oxide (TGO), , and allows the TGO to reform after 
spallation events. With the introduction of the ceramic top coat, β aluminide bond coats were still 
used, but spallation events can promote cracking or spallation of the ceramic topcoat and failure of 
the overall TBC, leading to high temperature exposure and degradation of the superalloy material 
underneath. These spallation events and the introduction of other degradation modes due to increased 
temperatures prompted exploration of alloying additions for the β system as well as venturing into 
other compositions, all of which will be discussed later in greater detail. 
As alluded to above, the base material that the entire TBC is deposited on is a Ni-based 
superalloy. Superalloys are engineered to retain strength and creep resistance well beyond other 
structural materials and beyond 80% of their melting temperature. Superalloys are designed 
predominantly to survive the high temperature, high revolutions-per-minute and concomitant loads 
that occur during operation of the turbine. Because superalloys are tailored to withstand demanding 
structural requirements, they are not necessarily capable of surviving the harsh environments present 
within a gas turbine engine. As an example, adjusting the Al and Cr contents to be adequate for 
environmental protection (e.g., oxidation resistance) would significantly reduce the superalloy’s 
melting temperature and creep strength [7]. Since composition changes to superalloys are not viable 
due to constraints of strength and creep behavior, coatings evolved as the next logical step in 
providing some thermal protection to mitigate, at least partially, the effects of high temperature 
degradation through oxidation and corrosion. 
Coatings provide the environmental protection to the substrate and serve as an anchor for the 
ceramic topcoat. The type of protection that each individual coating composition offers is specialized 
to provide superior protection in that regime. The individual protection method (i.e., protection from 
oxidation or hot corrosion) leads to premature failures when the operation temperature of the gas 
                                                     
1From herein all composition data will be in atomic percent, unless otherwise noted. 
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turbine increases or when operation temperature gradients form during operation as indicated in 
Figure 7. This leads to the need for the environmental protection to have the ability to protect against 
multiple forms of attack. Ultimately, current coatings are required to do double duty and provide 
protection for multiple forms of degradation. The focus of this research is to find a coating 
composition that can meet these requirements for resistance to multi-source attack while maintaining 
substrate compatibility and, as a secondary objective, lower cost. 
 
 
Figure 7 Depiction of thermal gradients on an IGT blade[5]. 
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2. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 
2.2 Environmental protection for turbine blades 
As stated previously, the environment inside of a gas turbine engine is full of contaminants 
and has an oxidizing atmosphere at elevated temperatures. This pushes materials to their extreme with 
the additional requirement, in IGT’s, of operating for extended life times (>50,000 hours of 
operation). This demand for extended life times means that the materials in use need to withstand 
elevated temperatures and highly corrosive environments, the consequences of which are discussed 
below. 
2.2.1 Modes of Attack  
There are two distinct modes of attack that occur in gas turbine engines. Oxidation occurs at 
elevated temperatures and is the primary mode of attack above 1000°C. Below 1000°C, hot corrosion 
is the main form of degradation. These two modes of attack are discussed separately in the following. 
2.2.2 Background on High Temperature Oxidation 
The oxidation of metals at high temperature is a widely researched topic in both university 
and industrial settings due to the engineering and technological importance of the understanding and 
prediction of the growth of oxides. This process can be complex due to environmental conditions (e.g. 
temperature[8], oxygen partial pressure[9]), alloy interactions[10] and alloy composition. In the 
simplest case, oxidation is the chemical reaction of oxygen with a pure material. The initial attack is 
at the gas/material interface and will proceed until the source material is consumed or a protective 
oxide is formed that prohibits rapid diffusion of oxygen or the oxidizing species. These processes can 
be described and understood via thermodynamics and kinetics. Metal oxidation is governed by the 
Gibbs free energy change associated with the formation of a metal oxide, such as by the following 
reaction:  
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 ( ) ( ) ( )2
2 2
a b
a M s O g M O s
b b
+ =  (1) 
The standard-state free energy of the reaction can be calculated via the standard-state free energies of 
formation of the components, as seen in(2), where 0 lnfG RT k∆ = − .  
 ( ) ( ) ( )2
0 0 0 02 2
a bf M O s O g M s
aG G G G
b b
∆ = − −  (2) 
K is the equilibrium constant for the reaction, defined by (3). Given that the activity, 𝑎𝑎, of a pure solid 
in their standard state is 1, (3)reduces to (4). 
 
2
2/
2 /
a b
b
M O
a b
M O
a
K
a p
=  (3) 
 
2
0 lnf OG RT p∆ =  (4) 
Thus, the equilibrium
2O
p can be established for a known oxidizing species at a constant temperature 
by solving for 
2O
p . This unique partial pressure is the dissociation pressure for a given oxide at a 
given temperature, 
2
diss
Op . Given this information, predictions can be made for the oxidation of pure 
metals in a given atmosphere at various temperatures.  
For example at a constant temperature, if the 
2O
p of an environment is greater than the 
2
diss
Op  
then 0fG∆  will be negative, leading to the spontaneous oxidation of the metal. Furthermore if 
the
2 2
diss
O Op p= then the metal and oxide will be in equilibrium and
0 0fG∆ = ; equilibrium defined as 
the metal oxidizing and the oxide disassociating at equal rates. Finally if 
2 2
diss
O Op p=  the oxide will 
disassociate into its reactants due to 0 0fG∆ = .[7, 11, 12]  
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As shown with the Gibbs free energy calculations, thermodynamics predict stable oxides at 
various temperature and atmospheric conditions; however, it does not indicate the rate at which 
oxides grow; nor does it indicate the process in which oxygen is converted from a gaseous phase to 
solid oxide. Qualitatively, the oxidation of metals occurs as follows[7]:  
1. oxygen molecules are adsorbed on the metal surface. 
2. molecular oxygen dissociates into atomic oxygen. 
3. oxygen atoms migrate to low-energy sites on the metal surface. 
4. atomic oxygen ionizes and forms bonds with the metal atoms of the surface. 
5. multiple adsorbed layers build up. 
6. oxide islands grow and overlap to form transient oxide film. 
7. oxygen and metal ions diffuse through the film to enable the formation and continued 
growth of stable oxide. 
The rate at which step seven above occurs is of great importance to the understanding of the 
kinetics of oxide scale growth. There are a few methods to determine oxidation kinetics in metallic 
alloys, namely the decrease in pressure (Δp) in a closed system via a modification of the ideal gas 
law, increase in scale thickness (ξ), and the simplest of which is oxygen mass gain (Δm) versus time. 
Each of these methods can be converted between each other (equations below)[12]. The mass-gain 
rate can be described by three general equations: logarithmic, parabolic, and linear mass gain. Figure 
8 shows, graphically, the differences between each of these growth rates.  
 m A R Tp
M V
∆ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
∆ =
⋅
  (5) 
 a bM O
o
m M
b M
ξ
ρ
∆ ⋅
=
⋅ ⋅
 (6) 
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Figure 8 Metal mass gain (Δm) versus time[12]. 
 
2.2.2.1 Kinetic Description of Oxide Growth 
Logarithmic growth is typically associated with oxidation of metals below 400°C and oxide 
thicknesses of ~1000 Å. This process is characterized by the rapid growth of a very thing scale then 
severely limited growth after the initial formation. Within logarithmic growth, there is a logarithmic 
growth equation (7) and inverse logarithmic growth (8) [11, 12]; graphically seen in Figure 9.  
 ( )log 0logk t t Aξ = ⋅ + +  (7) 
 
1 logilB k tξ
= −  (8) 
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Figure 9 Logarithmic growth equations versus time[11]. 
 
Linear growth can be seen in a variety of metals and at varying temperatures. For example K 
and Ba oxidize in a linear manor at ambient temperature and Mg oxidizes linearly above 450°C[12]. 
Linear growth can result from surface reaction control or oxidant-supply control. [11, 12]. This often 
indicates that the oxide scale is non-protective due to no reduced rate in growth. The reaction 
equation is seen in(9). 
 1k Cξ = +  (9) 
Parabolic growth of oxides occurs above 400°C in most metals and is considered the characteristic 
rate for oxidation in bond coat TBC systems. Figure 9 shows a typical cross section and mass balance 
equations for parabolic oxidation, based on Wagner’s model of oxidation [11, 12]. Working from 
Fick’s first law, 
2
dcJ D
dx
= − , a modified equation can be modeled on the rate-limiting 
diffusing atom. In most cases this is oxygen thought the oxide scale. (10) expresses Fick’s first law 
re-written in the terms of mass gain. Defining where m is the mass gain and r is the density of the 
oxide in question, (10)can be rearranged into (11). (12) shows the result of integrating with respect to 
x and setting 2 /k D c r= ∆  , turns into 2x kt= .  
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 dm dcD
dt dx
= −  (10) 
 x dx D c⋅ = ∆  (11) 
 2 2 dtx D c
r
= ∆  (12) 
 
Figure 10 Diffusion profile for an oxide scale[7]. 
 
2.2.2.2 Preferential Growth of Protective Oxides 
Protective oxides are oxides that inhibit further oxidation as well as mitigate other modes of 
chemical attacks. The Pilling-Bedworth ratio (PBR) is the ratio of relative volumes of oxides and 
metals. The PBR can be seen in(13), where Ai the molecular weight of the species in question and ρi 
is the density of the species. Figure 11 shows the PBR for some standard metals. For PBR values less 
than one, the oxide scales tend to be non-protective because the oxide is unable to fully cover the 
surface of the metal. At PBR values greater than one, compressive stresses form as the film grows. 
For PBR values greater than two or three, the oxide tends to spall and exposes bare metal to 
additional oxidation [13]. 
 0
0
M
M
APBR
aA
ρ
ρ
=  (13) 
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Figure 11 PBR for a few metals[13]. 
 
When oxide formation is rapid, in either a case of linear oxide growth or when there is 
significant stress within the oxide scale, the oxide forms and then breaks away from the surface of the 
material. This break away is called spalling. After spalling, a fresh layer of material is exposed to the 
oxidizing gas and the process can either heal this breakage by forming an adhesive scale or the 
spallation process can repeat itself. There are many factors that can lead to spalling, including growth 
of a highly stressed oxide and temperature effects due to coefficient of thermal expansion, CTE, 
mismatch. 
The type of oxide that forms depends on many key mechanisms including, but not limited to, 
thermodynamics, kinetics, and compositional effects. Compositionally, there are many factors that 
affect the growth of an oxide scale. Studies of single- and two-phase systems [14-19] have been 
reviewed and have shown the parameters for forming protective scales. The preferred oxides for high 
temperature (greater than 600°C) are Al2O3, Cr2O3, and SiO2 [7, 12, 14, 20]. Above 1000°C Cr2O3 
begins to volatilize to CrO3 in flowing oxidizing environments and SiO2 can react to form low meting 
eutectics [14, 20] leaving Al2O3 as the oxide of choice for high temperature protection.  
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In Ni –based alloy systems there are three primary oxides that form. In the Ni-Cr system, NiO 
forms freely, with Cr2O3 forming in grain boundaries until approximately 28 wt% Cr at which point 
there is enough of a Cr reservoir to continue producing Cr2O3. In the Ni-Al system the formation is 
dominated by NiO as well as spinel, NiAl2O4, until 19wt% Al, where the activity of Al overcomes Ni 
and sustains growth [21]. Figure 12 shows the oxide map for NiAl alloys verse temperature and 
composition indicating this effect is also temperature dependant.  
 
 
Figure 12 Predicted oxide map for the NiAl system[21]. 
 
In ternary or higher order systems, complicated interconnected effects begin to occur. In an 
Ni-Al alloy, adding as low as 5wt% Cr can lower the required Al content for stable Al2O3 growth 
from 19wt% to as low as 5wt%. This is due to Cr acting as an oxygen getter for Al by forming an 
initial Cr2O3 layer that is then transformed into an Al2O3 layer [7]. Figure 13 shows the tertiary oxide 
map for the Ni-Al-Cr system at 1000°C. The interconnection of Pettit’s [21] and Wallwork and Hed’s 
[20] research  leads to the alumina-forming region of the oxide map being extended to higher Ni (i.e., 
lower Al) concentrations with increases in temperature and retracting with lower temperatures.  
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Figure 13 Oxide map for Ni-Al-Cr (Ni rich corner) at 1000°C for 20 hours[20]. 
 
In addition other elements can have significant effects in the Ni-Al-(Cr) system. Reactive 
elements (RE) such as Hf, Y, Zr, La, Sc, and Ce, are known to improve the adherence in Al2O3 
forming systems, while reducing the growth rate verse time. RE-containing alloys can exhibit better 
oxidation resistance than the undoped NiAlCr[7]; as seen in cyclic oxidation in Figure 14. The effect 
of RE additions (particularly Hf and Y) has been studied to great length [7, 22, 23]. In general, RE 
help achieve slow adherent growth by mechanically keying oxides, reducing growth stresses, 
elimination of void by creating vacancy sinks, sulfur gettering, or enhanced bonding at the metal-
oxide interface Additions are typically limited to ≤1wt% due to increased internal oxidation and 
formation of intermetallics; e.g. Ni5Y in Y-bearing alloys[4].  
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Figure 14 RE dopant effect (0.5wt%) on Ni-15Cr-13Al[24]. 
 
Platinum group metals (PGM) (namely Pt) have been shown to improve oxidation resistance 
as well [4, 5, 25-28]. Pt provides a similar third element effect as Cr [29] and has been a quasi 
standard addition to TBC systems since its introduction by Lehnhardt and Meinhardt in 1972 [26]. 
Similar to RE additions, Pt and other PGM additions have complicated interactions that can be 
difficult to characterize but nevertheless promote increasing Al2O3 scale adhesion. Other additions, 
such have Si[5] have shown to have benefits in oxidation, but again the mechanisms are not clearly 
understood.  
2.2.3 Background on Hot Corrosion 
In high temperature engine environments, components are subjected to highly corrosive 
atmospheres, contaminants, and particulates. Many types of corrosion are possible including coking, 
nitridation, sulfidation and chlorination, which involve attack by one or more of the following, 
SO2/SO3, CO, CO2, N2, halogen compounds, alkali salts, alkaline earth salts, V and its compounds, in 
an oxidizing environment [30]. Formation of the alkali and alkaline earth salts occurs due to their 
concentration in water vapor, and reacting with sulfur-containing combustion gases. Sulfur can 
present in two ways. It can reside in the air (and water vapor) drawn into the engine; as well it can be 
present in the fuel source used for ignition. Sulfur levels vary from 0.1% in de-sulfurized jet fuels 
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used in areo-turbines to upwards of 4% in some heavy fuel oils used in IGT’s for electricity 
generation[7]. Sodium chloride (NaCl) is abundant salt in water vapor, approximately 52%,. 
Thermodynamically, NaCl is unstable in oxidizing environments with very low concentrations of 
sulfur. DeCrescente and Bornstein [31] showed that that the following reaction is favored at elevated 
temperatures:  
 3 2 2 4 212 2NaCl SO O Na SO Cl+ + = +  (14) 
As water vapor, particularly in areas around sea water, enters the combustion chamber, the NaCl 
reacts with any sulfur that is present forming the corroding salt. The salt, in a vapor phase, travels out 
of the combustion chamber and condenses on cooler sections of the engine; (i.e., blades and vanes in 
the turbine section). Clearly, the operating environments and fuel sources that gas turbines are 
exposed to offer many contamination opportunities that can degrade components, particularly as 
overall operating temperatures continue to increase. In particular, hot corrosion is becoming a more 
pervasive mode of attack as components that previously were not susceptible because they simply did 
not get hot enough are now being exposed to higher temperatures. 
Hot corrosion occurs between temperatures of 600oC and 1000oC. Within this temperature 
range there are two modes of hot corrosion: High Temperature Hot Corrosion (HTHC) or Type I, and 
Low Temperature Hot Corrosion (LTHC) or Type II. As seen in Figure 15 there are separate 
temperature regimes in which Type I and Type II occur, due to the mechanisms of attack that vary 
with each type. Above the Type I corrosion temperature regime, oxidation is the main mode of 
degradation. With both types of hot corrosion, the source of attack is the corroding salt fluxing the 
protective oxide and degrading it to the point that sulfidation can occur in the underlying metal [7].  
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Figure 15 Modes of attack vs temperature regime[32]. 
 
2.2.3.1 High Temperature Hot Corrosion 
Type I hot corrosion, HTHC, occurs at temperatures between 750-950oC, above the melting 
temperature of the corroding salt. Initiation of HTHC occurs due to basic fluxing. As first proposed 
by DeCrescente and Bornstein[31, 33], basic fluxing is the reaction of the molten sulfate salt reacting 
with the oxide layer and O2, forming a Lewis base depending on the oxide in question( 2NiO
− , 2AlO
− , 
2CrO
− , or 4CrO
− ) and is controlled by the basicity of the system,
2 4
log Na SOa− , shown in (15) for the 
corrosive attack of an alumina scale. 
 2 3 2 2 22 2 4Al O Na O O NaAlO+ + =  (15) 
The reaction front becomes sustaining because of the negative solubility gradient that develops, as 
proposed by Rapp and Goto [34]. At the interface between the molten salt and the oxide, there is a 
locally high solubility for MO due to locally reduced
2 4
log Na SOa− , schematically seen for a NiO in 
Figure 16. Moving through the salt film, the solubility lowers and the oxide begins to precipitate, 
following the negative gradient (i.e. the rise in
2 4
log Na SOa− ). The thickness of the salt layer affects 
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the corrosion rate inversely by influencing the diffusion of O2- through the salt. The diffusion of [M+] 
and electron holes through the oxide layer can restrict the corrosion front as well.  
 
 
Figure 16 Corrosive salt basic fluxing of an oxide and solubility as a function of basicity[35]. 
 
2.2.3.2 Low Temperature Hot Corrosion 
Type II hot corrosion, LTHC, occurs at temperatures between 600oC and 750oC. As 
previously indicated, the source of attack in LTHC is fluxing of the oxide surface. In contrast to 
HTHC, acidic fluxing predominates in LTHC [36]. The attack can be aggravated by the formation of 
low melting eutectics that quickly degrade the protective oxide[32]. Acidic fluxing happens when the 
sulfate salt reacts with the protective oxide forming an aluminum sulfate and is predominately 
controlled by the acidity of the system, PSO3. The control mechanism can be seen in the reaction in 
(16) and schematically in Figure 17. Type II corrosion is not a main focus in this research. 
 
( )2 3 2 4 2 4 23
2 3 2 4
3 3
3 3 3
Al O Na SO Al SO Na O
Na O SO Na SO
+ = +
+ =
  (16) 
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Figure 17 Corrosive salt acidic fluxing of an oxide and solubility as a function of acidity[35]. 
 
2.3 High Temperature Coatings 
2.3.1 Diffusion Coatings 
Pack cementation (PC) is a form of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and is used to deposit 
Al, Cr, or Si onto a substrate [37]. The process works by inserting the substrate and a mixture of 
powders in a semi-sealed retort under an inert atmosphere in a furnace. This powder mixture contains 
the material to be coated (e.g.. Al), a halide salt (e.g., NaF), and an inert material (e.g., Al2O3). The 
halide salt is used to transport the material to be coated to the substrate. This occurs by the salt 
reacting with the powder and forming a vapor, which then reacts with the substrate surface, 
depositing the material.  The freed halogen gas then returns to the source powder to repeat the 
process. The main restriction of the PC process is that it is limited to single or co-deposition of 
elements (ie Al and Cr) without leading to temperature restrictions between elements and removal of 
deposited material. With the limited compositions that can be applied, this coating technology is 
limited primarily to use in the aero-turbine industry because IGT applications often require more hot 
corrosion resistance, which necessitates the incorporation of elements like Cr and Si into the bond 
coat. 
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2.3.2 Overlay Coatings 
Thermal spray is a versatile tool in the coating industry due to the variety of materials that 
can be applied (metals, ceramics, polymers) with little to no compositional change, as well as a 
significantly high application rate. Atmosphere Plasma Spray (APS) and Low Pressure Plasma Spray 
(LPPS) are very similar in operation. Both APS and LPPS use a high-amperage source to generate gas 
plasma (e.g., argon, helium, nitrogen) between a water-cooled Cu anode and a Thoriated-W cathode. 
Powder is then fed into the plasma and accelerated towards the substrate as illustrated in Figure 18. 
The major difference between APS and LPPS is the gun is placed inside a chamber in LPPS, where 
the atmosphere can be controlled in both pressure and composition.  
 
 
Figure 18 APS torch diagram. 
 
High-velocity oxygen-fuel (HVOF) is another form of thermal spray. This coating system 
mixes a fuel source (e.g., kerosene, hydrogen, methane) and oxygen gas in a combustion chamber and 
ignites the mixture. The material to be coated is inserted into the flame and accelerated towards the 
substrate. Compared to plasma spray processes, HVOF has a lower process temperature, which is fuel 
dependant, but a significantly higher in particle velocity (>>Mach 1). Figure 19 shows gun used in 
HVOF spraying. This increased particle velocity allows for higher density coatings as well as residual 
compressive stresses in the coating.  
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Figure 19 HVOF torch diagram. 
 
The limitations to the thermal spray family are that they are line of sight dependant and in 
most cases the coating adheres to the substrate via a mechanical bond. With a line-of-sight process, 
the conformality of the coating is reduced. This means that the process can only coat what the particle 
stream can see and can only conform to features larger than the particle diameter. A list of thermal 
spray terms and definitions can be found in elsewhere2
Powder generation for thermal spray applications can be performed by a variety of methods, 
including high pressure gas atomization (HPGA), cast and crush methods, water granulation, and 
centrifugal disintegration. For Ni-based alloys, powder yields via HPGA are typically low, 
approaching 30 to 40% for size fractions used in thermal spray; moreover the deposition efficiency in 
thermal spray is rarely above 65%. These compounding yields lead to prohibitive cost issues with 
certain alloying elements, such as Pt, that must be circumvented. 
.  
2.4 Applications of Ni-based High Temperature Coatings 
2.4.1 Current coatings and applications 
The coatings currently used in the turbine industry vary greatly in composition and 
application method. The coatings used ultimately reflect the main type of attack associated with the 
service environment (e.g.., aluminides for oxidation protection and MCrAlX coatings for hot 
corrosion environments). With the drive to increase efficiency in gas turbines, areas of the engine that 
                                                     
2 http://www.asminternational.org/tss/glossary/tssgloss.htm 
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were previously benign to attack are experiencing hot corrosion and oxidation issues and areas that 
were previously focused on hot corrosion may now also be concerned with attack via oxidation. The 
description of the coatings to follow will illustrate the lack of the ability to bridge the gap between 
operation in both a hot corrosion regime and one of oxidation. Moreover, on the surface of a single 
turbine blade the attack by oxidation and hot corrosion has been observed, pointing to the need for 
protection to all forms of attack in a single coating system. 
2.4.1.1 β-NiAl Coatings 
As stated earlier, the aluminum content in β coatings ranges from 40 to 54% corresponding to 
the NiAl phase diagram seen in Figure 20. Unmodified, β compositions are good alumina formers, as 
defined by Pettit [21]. Typically, Pt is included through electrodeposition prior to aluminizing by PC 
of the substrate [5, 26]. As well RE’s have shown significant improvements in the oxidation 
resistance of β aluminides [27, 38]. Furthermore, Cr and Si can be introduced into β coatings in low 
amounts to increase hot corrosion resistance but excessive amounts can lead to precipitation of α-Cr 
and Si rich phases during thermal cycling.   
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Figure 20 Nickel-aluminum phase diagram. 
 
With the increased amounts of refractory elements in later generations of Ni-superalloys, 
there has been an increase in the interdiffusion zone due to the low solubility of refractory elements in 
β coatings. The formation of topologically close-packed (TCP) phases, seen in the interdiffusion zone 
in Figure 21, act as stress concentrators during operation and can lead to premature failure. Platinum 
helps suppress the diffusion rate of the refractory metals, but their formation is unavoidable [6]. As 
well, β coatings have issues with a phenomena call rumpling. Rumpling is the periodic oscillation of 
the surface of a coating that lead to the spallation of the thermally grown oxide during cyclic 
oxidation[39]. Several theories have have been established on the mechanism of rumpling including 
the formation of a martensite β’ phase, thermal expansion mismatch leading to tensile stresses at low 
temperature, and volumetric changes that can occur with the formation of γ’ [40]. Overall, β coatings 
provide excellent oxidation protection and are easily applied. In highly corrosive environments, β 
coatings lack protection against attack if the oxide spalls, thus limits the coating to aero-turbine use.  
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Figure 21 Typical Pt-modified β coating[4]. 
 
2.4.1.2 Hf-Pt modified γ-γ’ 
 Recently, Gleeson et al demonstrated the benefits of a Pt-Hf-modified γ-Ni + γ’-Ni3Al 
compositions in oxidation[6] and hot corrosion[35]. These compositions have significantly reduced 
inter diffusion zones[41] as well as better thermo-mechanical compatibility with the Ni-based 
superalloy substrates. These coatings have shown superior oxidation properties and extended 
lifetimes in hot corrosion [11, 42] when compared to commercially available compositions and 
coatings used in the aero turbine industry. Figure 22 illustrates the superior nature of the (Ni,Pt)3Al in 
oxidizing conditions when compared to Pt-modified β. The results indicate that for a given test period 
the (Ni,Pt)3Al alloy forms less oxide. The implications are that for a given exposure at temperature 
the (Ni,Pt)3Al alloy will induce a lower amount of strain into TGO, which will promote the adherence 
of  the ceramic top coat and the overall TBC system. 
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Figure 22 Cyclic oxidation of bulk Pt modified β NiAl and Pt-Hf modified γ+γ’ for 300 cycles. 
 
The limit of these coatings is the cost prohibitive nature of including 20% Pt and the inability 
to utilize powder-based coating techniques (e.g., thermal spray), thus discouraging the extension of 
their use into other TBC applications such as IGTs. Recently, the limits of the (Ni,Pt)3Al system were 
tested to try and define the minimum combination of Al and Pt required for exclusive alumina 
formation[25]. The results were that the minimum Pt composition was Ni-14Al-10Pt, while the 
lowest Al composition was Ni-12Al-18Pt to form scales at 1150°C for 100 hours. While the ternary 
(Ni,Pt)3Al alloys in general performs better in hot corrosion then the β alloys, they fail in comparison 
to high-chromium containing alloys.  
2.4.1.3 MCrAlY-type Coatings 
 MCrAlX[5], where M = Ni, Co, Fe, or any combination, are widely used as corrosion 
resistant coatings in industry. The Cr content in these alloys is between 15 and 40% with Al content 
ranging from 10-20%. X is a RE dopant and typically is Y in these alloys due to Y segregating to 
grain boundaries and helping prevent sulfidation attack at those locations [5], but as mentioned 
previously the MCrAl oxide formation is also improved with RE doping[7]. Co additions tend to be 
detrimental to oxidation resistance but can enhance hot corrosion protection.  
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MCrAlX coatings are used predominantly for turbine blades and vanes in IGT’s. Typically 
MCrAlX coatings are applied by APS and LPPS, but can also be applied via electron beam physical 
vapor deposition (EB-PVD) techniques as well. [43, 44]. These types of compositions provide 
performance in hot corrosion environments, but lack high temperature protection to oxidation when 
compared to the aluminide coatings. The addition of Pt to MCrAlX coatings to improve their 
oxidation behavior has become increasingly more common [45-49], but research on the subject is 
very limited. From a simplistic point of view, an ideal approach to formulating a bond coat for a TBC 
would be to combine the oxidation behavior of (Ni,Pt)3Al alloy with the hot corrosion protection of 
MCrAlX while also maintaining broad-ranging processing flexibility to utilize economically 
favorable techniques such as powder-based gas atomization and thermal spraying. One approach 
which is the core of this research effort is outlined in the following section. 
2.5 Aims of Current Research 
The main aim of this research is to investigate the oxidation and hot corrosion (namely Type I 
HTHC) properties of alloys similar to and including Pt-modified Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf. These alloys 
will have a γ-Ni + γ’-Ni3Al structure at high temperature, similar to the (Ni,Pt)3Al system discussed 
previously, but with a higher Cr content for improved hot-corrosion resistance. Through the course of 
this study, the bulk alloy response will be assessed in the various testing regimes and the response and 
viability of coatings having the same or comparable compositions will be determined. The ultimate 
goal of this research is to determine a composition for a Pt-modified thermal spray bond coat that is 
oxidation and hot corrosion resistant without being cost prohibitive, potentially leading to possible 
future applications in the IGT industry. The specific goals of this research are: 
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Bulk alloys 
1. Determine the oxidation and corrosion behavior of commercially available MCrAlY coating 
compositions, Pt-modified β-NiAl and Hf+Pt-modified γ-Ni + γ’-Ni3Al alloys in selected 
testing regimes. 
2. Determine the performance of the Pt-modified Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf series exposed to cyclic 
oxidation and hot corrosion conditions. 
3. Identify the effect(s) of Si and Pt within the Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf series and the benefits in 
both testing regimes. 
Coatings 
4. Optimize thermal spray parameters to produce adequate coatings for testing in oxidation and 
hot corrosion regimes.  
5. Since Pt modification of thermal spray powders is impractical from a cost standpoint, identify 
a Pt modification procedure for surface modification of thermal spray coatings. 
6. Identify any deviations in the performance of bulk materials compared to the thermal sprayed 
coatings. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
3.1 Composition Selection 
As stated above, the composition of interest is a Pt-modified Ni-based γ + γ’ alloy developed 
by Gleeson et. al. that can survive oxidation with a lower Pt content and contains sufficient quantities 
of Cr and Si additions to increase hot corrosion resistance. The target composition selected is a Pt-
modified Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf. Based on this formulations, additional compositions were selected to 
represent current coating compositions in both IGT and aero-engine TBC systems. Table 1 outlines 
the compositions that were selected for this study and details the labeling nomenclature that will be 
used throughtout the remaining discussion to identify the alloys. 
 
Table 1 Comparison compositions. 
Label Composition Justification 
A Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf Base alloy of study 
B Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf Si-modified Alloy A 
C Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.6Y Traditional MCrAlY Alloy 
D Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y Low Al MCrAlY 
E Ni-50Al-15Pt Pt-modified β composition 
F Ni-20Al-20Pt-1wt%Hf Gleeson et. al.(Ni,Pt)3Al γ + γ’ 
 
As a general overview of the alloy systems that are being studied in this work, Table 2 
describes the effect of the individual alloying elements. This table also illustrates the design scheme 
used in the formulation of alloy A. 
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Table 2 Alloying element effects[7, 50]. 
Element Effect 
Ni Base element. Used for high temperature properties 
Co Can be used as a base element or an alloying addition. Mainly used in highly corrosive 
environments (e.g marine environments) 
Al Lowers the melting temperature of the alloy but is the preferred metal for oxidation 
Cr Improves hot corrosion resistance and increases Al activity but can compete with Al in 
oxidation if the addition is too high 
Si Has been shown to improve hot corrosion resistance 
Pt Helps with oxide scale adhesion, and can benefit in hot corrosion 
Hf Increases the activity of Al, helps pin oxides but the additions must be kept low to 
prevent significant hafnia formation 
Y Improves Al scale adhesion but additions must be kept low to prevent segregation to 
grain boundaries 
 
Figure 23 indicated the Ni-Cr-Al composition space at 1125°C. The alloys listed in Table 1, 
are distributed in the approximate locations. For 1125°C, alloys A, B, and F are in the γ+γ’ phase 
field. These crystal structures are both face centered cubic (FCC). The γ-Ni phase is randomly 
occupied by the elements in the alloy while the γ’-Ni3Al phase is a chemically ordered lattice, 
meaning each atom has preferred site locations. Alloy D is of the γ-Ni FCC crystal structure. Alloy E 
is the β BCC crystal structure, as described before. Alloy C is in the two phase region of β+γ.  
 
Figure 23Ni-rich corner of the NiAlCr phase diagram at 1125°C[51]. Alloy A (and B): Ni-18Al-10Cr-(2Si)-0.1Hf, 
Alloy C: Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y, Alloy D: Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y, Alloy E: Ni-50Al-15Pt, Alloy F: Ni-20Al-20Pt-
1wt%Hf. 
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3.2 Materials: Procurement and Fabrication 
Bulk alloy material was prepared by the Materials Preparation Center (MPC) at Ames 
Laboratory with research grade source materials. Alloys were arc melted into buttons that were in 
turn drop cast into 10mm ingots for use in all subsequent experiments. After being drop cast, the 
ingots were heat treated at 1200°C for 6 hours followed by 1150°C for 48 hours in vacuum. 
Feed stock for thermal spray was obtained from a variety of vendors. The first commercial 
powder was purchased from Praxair Inc. (Alloy C). As seen in Figure 24, the powder, which is 
produced by gas atomization, is spherical and uniform in size. The powder was classified by Praxair 
to a size of +45 -75 μm. The second commercial powder (Alloy D) is made by Sulzer-Metco (Amdry 
961) and is also produced by gas atomization. Figure 25 illustrates that Amdry 961 is also spherical. 
The powder was classified by Sulzer-Metco to a size distribution of +56-106 μm. 
 
 
Figure 24 Allloy C: Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.6Y thermal spray powder. 
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Figure 25 Alloy D: Amdry 961 Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y thermal spray powder. 
 
Crucible Research was contracted to produce the gas atomized alloys (Alloys A and B) used 
in this study. Alloy A, Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, can be seen in Figure 26. Alloy B, Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-
0.1Hf is displayed in Figure 27. Both of these powders were classified to a size distribution of +45 -
106 μm.  
 
 
Figure 26 Crucible research Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf thermal spray powder. 
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Figure 27 Crucible research Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf thermal spray powder. 
 
3.3 Coating Deposition 
Figure 28 illistrates the sample preperation method and introduction of Pt into selected 
coatings. As described previously, alloying with platinum into the thermal spray powders by gas 
atomization is cost prohibitive, therefore the process that will be described will modify the coating 
with platinum in an attempt to achieve similar results to bulk samples having Pt in solution. 
 
 
Figure 28 Sample flow diagram for preparing samples and subsequently introducing Pt. 
 
3.3.1 Thermal Spray 
Substrates for thermal spray are prepared from 2” square 1/8” thick plate of Haynes 214 
alloy. The composition of the substrate is shown in Figure 29. The plate was sheared into nominal 1”x 
1/2” pieces by Facilities Services at Ames Laboratory. The pieces of Haynes 214 alloy were then 
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degreased in a 10:1 water and Dawn® solution in an ultrasonic cleaner for one hour. From this point 
until the substrates are finished with the thermal spray process, they were handled only with latex 
gloves to minimize contamination of the surface. The substrates were then removed from the 
degreasing solution, rinsed, and grit blasted with 100 grit alumina grit blasting. The grit blasting 
process was conducted as to guarantee even material removal. The substrates were then placed in 
ethanol for ultrasonic cleaning and storage until use. Substrates are sprayed as soon as possible, but in 
the event that 15 minutes or more have elapsed before spraying has occurred, the samples must be grit 
blasted again. 
 
 
Figure 29 Composition of Haynes 214; in wt%. 
 
A specially prepared vacuum apparatus was used for holding the substrates during spraying in 
the fume hood in Ames Laboratory Plasma Spray (ALPS) facility. The thermal spray parameters are 
shown in Table 3. The parameters listed were initially derived from a specification sheet provided by 
the equipment manufacturer for alloy C, and was then optimized for all the coatings that were 
sprayed. The application of the coating is controlled via a robot to insure a uniform coating. The 
process continued until a coating thickness of approximately 400µm was achieved. Figure 30 
illustrates the typical coating structure for samples in this research.  
Table 3 Thermal spray parameters 
Mode Subsonic Gas Injector 113 
Volts 900 V Arc Gas 50 Psi 
Amps 42 A Aux Gas 150 Psi 
Anode 145 Powder Gas 40 Psi 
Cathode 129 Powder RPM 1.35 
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Figure 30 Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y applied to Haynes 214 using APS. 
 
3.3.2 Pt-electrodeposition 
A Tetraammineplatinum(II) hydrogen phosphate solution, Pt 2% w/w (cont. Pt), CAS# 
127733-98-6, solution was obtained from Alfa Aesar. This solution was mixed with distilled water at 
a 1:1 ratio. After mixing, the pH of the solution was tested and adjusted to 10.5 with a 10:1 NaOH 
solution. For Pt deposition, the solution was heated to 95°C and stirred on a hot plate. To plate Pt onto 
a sample, first a Pt wire is spot welded onto the substrate of the coating. The sample is then 
submerged in a 10% HCl cleaning solution for 5 minutes, after which it is then rinsed with distilled 
water and inserted into the plating solution. Pt-sheet anodes are placed into the solution and 
connected to the potential generator to complete the circuit. The potential generator is adjusted to 
apply a 0.5 A/dm2 current density on the sample and it is allowed to plate for two hours. After plating, 
the sample is rinsed to remove any excess solution and dried. After the sample has dried completely, 
it is heat treated in vacuum at 1080°C Figure 31 and Figure 32 indicate the as deposited state of the 
platinum application and the subsequent structure after diffusion.  
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Figure 31 As-deposited Pt on Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. Bright regions at coating surface are Pt. 
 
Figure 32 Pt diffused for 6 hours at 1080°C on Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
3.4 Oxidation Testing 
3.4.1 Isothermal Oxidation 
From the 10 mm diameter heat treated drop cast ingots, 1 mm discs were sectioned using a 
TechCut Saw. The surfaces are prepared using standard metallographic procedures to a 1200-grit 
finish. The samples are cleaned with ethanol, the masses recorded, and placed into an alumina boat. 
The samples are then oxidized for various times and temperatures. Once cool, the samples had their 
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masses recorded and were X-rayed to determine, respectively, weight gain and structure of the oxide 
scale. Samples then have copper electrodeposited on to their surface to promote edge retention during 
metallography. The samples are then mounted, sectioned, and polished for analysis. 
3.4.2 Cyclic oxidation 
From the 10 mm diameter heat treated drop cast ingots, 1 mm discs are sectioned using the 
TechCut Saw. The surfaces were then prepared using standard metallographic procedures to a 1200 
grit finish. The cyclic oxidation furnace is set to expose the sample to high temperature for 1 hour and 
room temperature (RT) for 30 minutes; this will serve as the definition of one cycle hence forth. The 
masses are recorded intermittently throughout testing. After weight gain has been determined, the 
samples underwent the sample preparation procedures as the isothermal oxidation samples. 
3.5 Hot Corrosion 
The same sample preparation was used for hot corrosion as in cyclic oxidation. Samples that 
require pre-oxidation were pre-oxidized at 1100°C for 10 hours. The samples are measured for the 
surface area, masses recorded, and then heated to approximately 125oC using a hot plate. Once the 
sample reaches temperature, a Na2SO4 solution is applied to one surface. The sample is massed again 
and the coverage is calculated. The desired coverage is 1 mg/cm2. The samples are then arranged in 
an alumina boat, and placed in a box furnace at 900°C. The atmosphere is lab air and is therefore not 
controlled during the experiment. After the 20 hours of exposure to testing temperature the samples 
are removed from the furnace. The samples are then photographed to record the progress of the 
testing. After photographic documentation, the samples are massed, and more salt is added to the 
surface as described above. This procedure continues until a total of 100 hours of testing has 
occurred. The samples are then mounted in epoxy and polished. The polishing procedures are 
modified so that ethanol, instead of water, is used as the lubricant. Ethanol is used to avoid removal of 
any corroded material or salt that is present due to water solubility issues. 
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4. CHARACTERIZATION OF BULK PT-MODIFIED NI-18AL-
10CR-2SI-0.1HF AND COMPARISON ALLOYS 
 Detailed results of the bulk-alloy experimentations pertaining to alloy A (Ni-18Al-10Cr-
0.1Hf), alloy B (Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf), alloy Pt-A (Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf), and alloy Pt-B (Ni-
18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf) will be presented in the following sections. The Ni-18Al-10Cr-X alloys 
will be compared to alloy C (Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y), alloy D (Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y), alloy E (Ni-
50Al-15Pt), and alloy F (Ni-20Al-20Pt-1wt%Hf) for the various testing conditions employed. The 
alloy samples were subjected to oxidation and hot corrosion exposures and the corresponding 
microstructures were evaluated. The results obtained will determine the materials effects of key 
alloying additions on the oxidation and hot-corrosion resistance, and will allow for comparison 
between the alloys to arrive at an overall ranking of the environmental resistance. 
4.1 Microstructure characterization 
 Figure 33 shows the thermal histories that were used for assessing the alloy microstructures. 
All samples received heat treatment for homogenization and equilibration of the ingot material. For 
one set of samples the thermal history resulted in an “as-heat-treated” (AHT) microstructure, which 
stemmed from a hold at 1200°C for 6 hours, followed by 48 hours at 1150°C and then a furnace cool. 
The other thermal histories used were a hold at 1150°C for 10 hours and then quench or a hold at 
900°C for 100 hours and then quench. These thermal histories were chosen to determine the 
microstructure of the alloys at the testing conditions used.  
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Figure 33 Thermal profiles used for microstructure evaluation. 
 
4.1.1 As-heat-treated microstructure 
 The AHT thermal profile was based on previous heat treatments performed on similar 
compositions [35, 41, 52]. Figure 34 illustrates the microstructure at low magnification. Alloys A, B, 
and Pt-B have similar elongated, directionally oriented grain structures. Alloy Pt-A shows grain 
structure that is different from the other Ni-18Al-10Cr-X alloys. Pt-A lacks the directionally oriented 
grains and in its place has a much larger grain structure. Alloy C has a matrix phase, a spherical 
phase, and a boundary phase that will be discussed in the context of higher magnification analysis. 
Alloy D shows a larger average grain size than Alloy C and has a similar grain-boundary and 
precipitate phase. Using the metric of grains per unit area, as described by ASTM E112[53], Alloy D 
has 14.9 grains/mm2.  
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Figure 34 Low magnification SEM images of alloys in the as-heat-treated state; A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, B) 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf , Pt-A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf, Pt-B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf , C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-
0.5Y, D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
 
Figure 35 Optical micrographs of etched alloys in the as-heat-treated state: A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, B) Ni-
18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf, 3Pt-A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf,  3Pt-B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf, C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-
0.5Y, D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
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Figure 35 shows the etched microstructures at higher magnification. As before, alloys A, B, 
Pt-A, and Pt-B have similar microstructures. Each alloy showed similar γ and γ’ compositions, as 
confirmed via EDS. The SEM and EDS results indicate the major phase to be γ’ with a composition 
(in at%) of Ni-18Al-8Cr-(4Pt-2Si)-0.1Hf (Pt and Si where applicable).  The γ phase in these alloys 
varies slightly, but is approximately Ni-14Al-14Cr-(3Pt-2Si)-0.1Hf. Table 4 shows the results of 
volume fraction measurements for the Ni-18Al-10Cr-X series measured using Image-Pro® image 
analysis software[54]. These images and volume fraction measurements partially illustrate the effects 
of Si and Pt in this alloy series. Si increases the γ’:γ ratio via stabilizing the γ’ phase. Pt influences the 
shape of the γ’ phase in the Pt-A microstructure and the volume fraction of γ’. The Pt-A micrograph 
shows the γ’ phase is faceted, indicating there is some degree of coherency between the precipitates 
and the matrix phase. The combined additions of Pt and Si in alloy Pt-B further increased the volume 
fraction of γ’ in the AHT condition but did not show the faceted precipitates found in alloy Pt-A. 
Alloy C appears to have four phases when in the AHT condition. The first phase is γ with an average 
composition of Ni-30Cr-12Al-0.5Y, second is a Y-rich phase with a composition of Ni-17Y-11Al-
5Cr, and third is β with a composition of Ni-32Al-10Cr-0.5Y. Within the β phase there is a fourth 
phase, which is an α-Cr precipitate, with a composition of Ni-43Cr-19Al-0.5Y. It is noted that these 
phases are identified ont eh basis of EDS analysis and confirmed with XRD. Figure 36 identifies each 
phase and the locations of each phase for alloy C. Alloy D exhibits a two-phase microstructure with 
the main phase being γ of composition of Ni-17Cr-12Al-0.3Y. The second phase is Y-rich with a 
composition of Ni-16Y-7Al-4Cr.  
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Table 4 Measured volume fractions of γ’ in the AHT condition. 
Composition Volume Fraction of γ', % Error(±), % 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf "A" 72.3 3.4 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf "B" 82.0 0.91 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf "Pt-A" 80.4 4.2 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf "Pt-B" 89.6 2.4 
 
 
Figure 36 Microstructure of alloy C (Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y). 
4.1.2 Microstructures at 900°C 
 The samples for this section of work were held at 900°C for 100 hours and then quenched in 
oil.  Figure 37 shows the low-magnification microstructures of the alloys. The Ni-18Al-10Cr series 
shows minimal features at this magnification and the directional nature of the grains that was shown 
in Figure 34 were not apparent in this case. Alloy C shows some subtle differences between 900°C 
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and the AHT state, but the comparisons should be reserved for higher magnification analysis. Alloy D 
has 16.5 grains/mm2 at 900°C, which is not significantly different from the AHT condition.  
Figure 37 Low magnification SEM images of alloys of the alloys quenched at 900°C; A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, B) Ni-
18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf , Pt-A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf, Pt-B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf , C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y, 
D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
 
Figure 38 Optical micrographs of etched alloys after 900°C heat treatment: A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, B) Ni-
18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf , 3Pt-A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf, 3Pt-B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf, C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-
0.5Y, D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
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 Figure 38 shows higher magnification optical micrographs of the microstructures. The Ni-
18Al-10Cr-X alloys have a reduced volume fraction of γ (higher amounts of γ’) compared to that in 
the AHT microstructures, as indicated by the volume fraction measurements in Table 5. The 
composition of γ’ is uniform throughout the alloy series and is approximately Ni-18Al-9Cr-(4Pt-2Si)-
0.1Hf as measured by EDS, while the composition of γ is Ni-10Al-18Cr-(3Pt-2Si)-0.1Hf (Pt and Si 
where applicable). The consistent nature of the γ’ volume fraction and composition indicates that Pt 
and Si do not markedly alter the phase boundaries at 900°C.  Alloy C shows the same phases found in 
the AHT condition but in a significantly different distribution at 900°C, as shown by Figure 39, which 
is a SEM image before etching. The β-NiAl and α-Cr phases have changed significantly as Cr is 
rejected out of the β phase at 900°C due to a recession of the β phase boundary in composition space 
(comparing the compositional location of the β phase in Figure 23 and Figure 40). Additionally, the 
other phases shifted in composition space due to the temperature decrease, and the γ phase has been 
displaced in preference to the γ’ phase. Alloy D at 900°C is visually similar to the AHT 
microstructure and, as noted before, has a very similar grain size. Compositionally, the same phases 
are present between the AHT microstructure and the 900°C microstructure.  
Table 5 Measured volume fractions of γ’ in the 900°C quench condition. 
Composition Volume Fraction of γ', % Error(±), % 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf "A" 88.3% 3.0 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf "B" 92.5% 2.4 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf "Pt-A" 91.8% 2.2 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf "Pt-B" 90.6% 3.8 
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Figure 39 Microstructure of alloy C (Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y) quenched at 900°C. 
 
 
Figure 40 Ni-rich corner of the NiAlCr phase diagram at 900°C[51]. Alloy A (and B): Ni-18Al-10Cr-(2Si)-0.1Hf, 
Alloy C: Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y, Alloy D: Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
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4.1.3 Microstructures at 1150°C 
 The samples discussed below were held at 1150°C for 10 hours and then quenched in oil. 
Figure 41 shows the low-magnification images of the microstructures. These images do not reveal 
any new information when compared to the other microstructure evaluations. The grain per area 
measurement was performed on alloy D and the result was 13.8 grains/mm2.   
 
Figure 41 Low magnification images of samples quenched in oil at 1150°C; A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, B) Ni-
18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf , Pt-A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf, Pt-B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf , C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y, 
D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
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Figure 42 Optical micrographs of etched samples quenched in oil at 1150°C; A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, B) Ni-
18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf, 3Pt-A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf, 3Pt-B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf, C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y, 
D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
Figure 42 shows the structures at higher magnification.  The Ni-18Al-10Cr-X alloys show a 
significant reduction in γ’ volume fraction from the AHT and 900°C microstructures due to the 
rejection of Cr out of the γ’ phase field at elevated temperatures (again, comparing the phase 
diagrams in Figure 23 and Figure 40). The volume fraction of γ’ is uniform across the Ni-18Al-10Cr-
X series, as seen in Table 6, indicating that the small additions of Pt and Si do not significantly affect 
the phase boundaries at 1150°C.  In the Ni-18Al-10Cr-X alloys, the composition of the γ phase was 
Ni-15Al-15Cr-(3Pt-2Si)-0.1Hf and the γ’ phase was Ni-19Al-8Cr-(3Pt-2Si)-0.1Hf (Pt and Si where 
applicable). Compared to the AHT microstructure of Alloy C, the 1150°C microstructure appears to 
have a uniform β+γ microstructure with the additional presence of an Y-rich phase. Throughout all 
microstructure examinations, alloy D maintained similar grain size (grains per area) and grain 
boundary and precipitate distributions.  
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Table 6 Measured volume fractions of γ’ in the 1150°C quench condition. 
Composition Volume Fraction of γ', % Error (±), % 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf "A" 67.7% 0.36 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf "B" 67.2% 1.4 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf "Pt-A" 67.0% 1.7 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf "Pt-B" 62.9% 9.0 
 
4.2 Analysis of Oxidized Alloys 
4.2.1 Isothermal Oxidation at 900°C 
 Samples were held at 900°C for 100 hours in lab air. Figure 43 compares the mass gain for 
compositions in isothermal oxidation conditions at 900°C for 100 hours. The Ni-18Al-10Cr alloys 
show decreased mass gain with the addition of Si and Pt. Alloy C has the highest mass gain for all the 
alloys in this test. Alloy D shows lower mass gains when compared to alloy C. Alloy E and alloy F 
show low mass gains while the difference in mass gain is reflected in the difference of the thickness 
of the oxide grown.  
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Figure 43 Mass gains after 100 hours at 900°C in air. 
 
 Figure 44 shows the surface structure of the alloys after testing. Alloy A grew a multi-phase 
oxide, as indicated by the Z-contrast. Here, the bright phase is Ni-Cr-O oxide, identified as 8Ni-34Cr-
58O by EDS, while the darker phase is Ni-Al-O, 10Ni-33Al-57O, and the intermediate regions 
between the phases are a mixture of the two, Ni-Al-Cr-O, 9Ni-19Cr-15Al-56O. Alloy B shows a 
reduction of Cr content in the oxide by a reduction the presence of the NiCrO phase compared to alloy 
A. Figure 45 visually illustrates the elemental content with EDS maps of the surface oxides . As 
indicated, there are Cr rich phases on each surface, but the surface of alloy B is reduced in content. 
Alloy Pt-A has a uniform alumina scale with only a minor content of Ni (<2 at%) measured by EDS 
in the oxide. Alloy Pt-B has a two phase oxide present on the surface. The bright phase is a 9Ni-33Al-
58O phase and the darker phase is Al2O3.  Figure 46 shows the surface structure of the comparison 
alloys after testing. Here, alloy C shows a Al-based scale while alloy D has a Cr-based surface oxide. 
Both alloys show preferential oxidation of the Y-rich phases that were shown in the microstructure 
analysis. Both alloy E and alloy F show exclusive alumina scales.  
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Figure 44 Surface oxide from 900°C oxidation for 100 hours A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-
0.1Hf Pt-A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf Pt-B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf. 
 
Figure 45 Surface EDS map of the Oxide formed at 900°C: Left group Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, Right Group 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf: Image 1: BSE Image, Image 2: Al Kα signal, Image 3: Cr Kα signal, Image 4: Ni Kα signal. 
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Figure 46 Surface oxide from 900°C oxidation for 100 hours of the comparison alloys. C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-
0.5Y , D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y, E) Ni-50Al-15Pt  F) Ni-20Al-20Pt-1wt%Hf. 
 Figure 47 shows the samples in cross section after 900°C oxidation. Alloy A and alloy B 
have internal oxidation. This phenomenon is caused by oxygen permeation through the oxide scale 
leading to increased grain boundary attack and the formation of oxide phases in the subscale 
region[12]. The permeation of oxygen is likely due to the multi-phase nature of the oxide leading to 
increased oxygen diffusion compared to that of a uniform alumina scale. The cross section of alloy A 
indicates the multiphase nature of the oxide via Z-contrast. Alloy B shows a more homogeneous cross 
section. Comparing alloy A and alloy B, Si appears to refine the scale composition (reduce the Cr 
content) but doesn’t appear to affect the extent of internal oxidation. Alloy Pt-A highlights two 
important features. The most obvious is the presence of Hf rich oxide, indicated by the bright phases 
at the oxide interface and confirmed by EDS.  The second is the lack of internal oxidation compared 
to what occurred in the previous two cross sections. Alloy Pt-B has no internal oxidation, no 
indication of a Hf-rich phases, as well as a reduced oxide thickness and overall better appearance. 
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Comparing the non-Pt and Pt containing specimen, the oxides scale that grew on the Pt containing 
alloys proved to be more protective due to the lack of internal oxidation. Secondly, the oxide on Pt-B 
shows a slower growth rate than Pt-A as indicated by the scale thickness. Figure 48 shows the 
remaining alloys in cross section from 900°C oxidation for 100 hours. Alloy C shows a thin alumina 
scale. Alloy D shows a two layer oxide structure. The thick top layer is a Cr2O3 followed by a thin 
under layer of Al2O3, confirmed by EDS. Alloy E shows a uniform alumina scale while alloy F shows 
a very thin alumina scale similar to the Pt-B result.  
 
Figure 47 900°C oxidation for 100 hours in cross section A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-
0.1Hf,   Pt-A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf, Pt-B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf. 
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Figure 48 900°C oxidation of comparison alloys for 100 hours in cross section C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y , D) 
Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y, E) Ni-50Al-15Pt  F) Ni-20Al-20Pt-1wt%Hf. 
4.2.2 Cyclic oxidation at 1150°C 
 Figure 49 shows the results from 1000 one-hour oxidation cycles to 1150°C. Alloy A 
shows poor performance during oxidation due to oxide-scale spallation after the early stages of 
oxidation. Alloy B shows similar poor performance due to spallation after 100 cycles, but shows 
reduced mass gain per cycle overall. This could be due to the early onset spallation or possibly a 
beneficial effect of Si on the oxidation properties of the alloy.  Alloy Pt-A shows extended life during 
oxidation, resisting spallation until 300 cycles. This result indicates that Pt greatly affects this system, 
tripling the number of cycles to measurable scale spallation, but it is not a standalone solution for 
long-term oxidation protection. Figure 50 shows the cross sections from alloys A, B, and Pt-A after 
510 cycles. These cross sections show that the alloys are growing an alumina scale (confirmed by 
EDS) at high temperature. Alloy Pt-B shows remarkable oxidation resistance extending the adherence 
of the oxide scale throughout the 1000 oxidation cycles. This result also indicates that there is a 
coupled Pt-Si effect that is playing a major beneficial role on the oxidation properties of this alloy. 
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Figure 51 shows the cross section of Pt-B after 1000 cycles demonstrating that the alloy grew a thin, 
adherent alumina scale that was maintained throughout the test.  
 
Figure 49 1150°C cyclic oxidation for the Ni-18Al-10Cr-X series and comparison alloys. 
Alloy C and alloy D show rapid mass gain during early-stage oxidation and spallation within 
50 cycles indicated by the rapid mass loss. These compositions are bulk representations of thermal 
spray powders that are designed to resist RE loss, thorough overdoping, that occurs during deposition 
of a coating in a non-reducing environment. The microstructure evaluation and corresponding 
chemical analysis indicates that the RE addition is bound in secondary phases along the grain 
boundaries, reducing the effect of the addition in the bulk of the material and leading to preferential 
oxidation of Y in these regions. Figure 52 shows the cross sections for alloy C and alloy D after 100 
cycles. Alloy C shows a spalled oxide layer and the reformed oxide below. Alloy E shows the typical 
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response of a β composition in cyclic oxidation at 1150°C. Alloy F, re-plotted from previous research 
in the group, shows similar oxidation response as alloy Pt-B. 
 
Figure 50 Cross sections of cyclic oxidation samples after 510 cycles. A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, B) Ni-18Al-
10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf, Pt-A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf. 
 
Figure 51 Cross section of cyclic oxidation sample after 1000 cycles. Pt-B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf. 
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Figure 52 Cross sections of cyclic oxidation samples after 100 cycles. C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y, D) Ni-
17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
 
4.3 Type I Hot Corrosion 
To reiterate testing conditions, 1mg/cm2 of Na2SO4 salt was added to the surface of the 
samples every 20 hours from the beginning of testing. The samples were placed in a box furnace at 
900°C for a total testing time of 100 hours.  The atmosphere in the box furnace was not controlled 
and was therefore laboratory air. Figure 53 shows the visual interpretation of the important areas in a 
hot corrosion attack. The top layer is a combination of Na2SO4 salt and oxidized material produced 
from the attack. The intermediate zone is termed the sulfidation zone. This is the location being 
actively attacked and is forming sulfides. Below the sulfidation zone is undisturbed material.  
Figure 54 summarizes the mass gained after 100 hours of type I testing. While mass gain does 
not always accurately reflect true performance due to spallation noted in a few samples, the results 
illustrated are clear in the effect that Pt has in the Ni-18Al-10Cr series as well as comparison to the 
other compositions. There is a notable mass gain reduction when comparing the results from alloy Pt-
A and Alloy Pt-B without the pre-oxidation procedure that is not seen in the pre-oxidized samples. 
This would suggest that Si is assisting in forming a slightly protective scale on alloy Pt-B, but the 
benefit is lost when the oxide is formed before testing, showing that Si helps reduced the need for pre-
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oxidation procedures. Alloy Pt-A, alloy Pt-B, and alloy C show exemplary performance when 
compared to the other compositions tested, based on mass gain.  
 
Figure 53 Description of the visual analysis for type I corrosion samples. The left image shows the overall 
progression of the attack while the right image details the sulfidation zone in the material. Shown: alloy B) Ni-18Al-
10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf. 
 
Figure 54 Mass gained after 100 hours of type I corrosion; with and without pre-oxidation. * = spallation 
during testing. 
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4.3.1 Type I without pre-oxidation 
Figure 55 shows the results of the alloys that were not oxidized prior to testing, but were 
instead directly exposed to type I corrosion. Figure 56 shows the same cross sections in higher 
magnification. Alloy A and alloy B show rather poor resistance to type I corrosion. Both alloys show 
an extensive sulfidation zone and build-up of corrosion product. There are a few subtle differences 
between these alloys with regard to the attack front and corrosion products but the overall result of 
these two alloys in type I without pre-oxidation is a failure. The attack front with alloy A and alloy B, 
characterized as the corrosion product-metal interface, is slightly different. In alloy A, metallic 
remnants are found within the corrosion product and two complex oxide phases. The light phase is a 
Ni-Al-Cr–O, measured with EDS as Ni-17Al-10Cr-41O, similar to the base composition. The dark 
phase is a Na-O with trace amounts of the other elements; Na-6Ni-2Al-48O as measured by EDS. 
Contrast this with the uniform corrosion product, Ni-16Al-10Cr-43O, in alloy B and the lack of 
metallic phases in the corrosion layer. This indicates that Si may have an effect on type I corrosion 
and the progression of the corrosion front or it possibly alters the rate of grain boundary attack within 
these compositions. Again, neither alloy A nor alloy B show resistance to type I corrosion without 
pre-oxidation, so the effect of Si in this case is not clear. Alloy Pt-A and alloy Pt-B have superb 
resistance to type I corrosion when compared to their non-Pt containing counterparts.  Each alloy 
shows virtually no corrosion product and limited sulfidation attack. There are subtle differences 
between the Si-containing alloy Pt-B and the non-Si-containing alloy Pt-A; mainly the difference is 
alloy Pt-A has lower amounts of sulfidation when compared to alloy Pt-B, as seen in the higher 
magnification images. In the Ni-18Al-10Cr-X alloys, the sulfides that formed were Cr2S3, confirmed 
by EDS. Alloy C displays the best corrosion resistance in this regime, in part due to the high Cr 
content - there is near zero sulfidation and very little surface attack. In contrast, alloy D has similar Cr 
content to alloy C but has an advancing corrosion front similar to alloy A and B. 
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Figure 55 100 hours of Type I corrosion at 900C with no pre-oxidation treatment; A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf 
B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf Pt-A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf Pt-B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-
0.5Y D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
 
Figure 56 100 hours of Type I corrosion at 900C with no pre-oxidation treatment, higher magnification; A) 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf Pt-A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf Pt-B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf C) 
Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
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4.3.2 Type I with pre-oxidation 
Adding the variable of pre-oxidation (1150°C for 10 hours in laboratory air) to the design of 
experiments, Figure 57, does not drastically change the results barring one exception: Alloy D 
responds dramatically to pre-oxidation procedures resulting in a radical reduction of corrosion 
product and corrosion front advancement. This indicates the TGO that forms on alloy D protects the 
underlying metal from further attack, in contrast to alloy A and alloy B, which do not show a visible 
difference in corrosion product or rate of attack. The Pt-modified alloy show reduced sulfidation, 
which is an improvement from the samples without a pre-oxidation treatment. Figure 58 demonstrates 
the type I corrosion resistance of alloy E and alloy F compared to alloy Pt-B, which is shown for 
reference. Alloys E and F show the characteristics of type I hot corrosion, with localized attack, 
breakdown of the protective oxide, and sulfidation front advancement. This figure illustrates that the 
Pt-B, and by extension alloys Pt-A, C, and D, has superior resistance to type I corrosion compared to 
the aluminide coating compositions. Additionally, alloy F shows an Al-depletion zone, while alloy Pt-
B does not.  
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Figure 57 100 hours of Type I corrosion at 900°C with 10 hours of pre-oxidation treatment at 1100°C; A) 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf Pt-A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf Pt-B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf C) 
Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
 
 
Figure 58 Comparison between Pt-containing alloys in type I corrosion with pre-oxidation: Pt-B) Ni-18Al-
10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf E) Ni-50Al-15Pt F) NI-20Al-20Pt-1wt%Hf. 
4.4 Discussion and Summary of Bulk Alloy Results 
4.4.1 Alloy Microstructures 
 Using the phase diagram and assuming tie lines for the γ and γ’ phases, γ’ volume fractions 
were calculated using the lever rule. It was found that the calculated fraction of γ’ at 1150°C was 55% 
while the volume fraction at 900°C was ~99%. The calculated values and the values derived from 
image analysis are in general agreement for alloy A. Figure 59 shows the γ’ volume fraction 
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measurements in the Ni-18Al-10Cr-X series at the three temperatures evaluated. Since the alloy 
compositions are static with respect to Cr and Al, the quenched-in volume fractions are quite similar 
for each increasingly alloyed composition. This means that the additions of Pt and Si do not alter the 
phase distribution significantly and do not promote precipitation of other phases.  The AHT samples 
fall between the two quenched conditions in terms of γ’ volume fraction, but vary by a surprisingly 
large amount between each composition. Taking the composition as the variable and looking at the 
AHT data, one can see that each alloying addition (Pt and Si) appears to stabilize the γ’ phase. Given 
that the γ’ volume fraction and the compositions of the γ and γ’ phases were found to be very similar 
between the Ni-18Al-10Cr-X alloys in all the iterations of Pt and Si-modification for the 1150°C and 
900°C quench conditions, it is proposed that the furnace-cooling step of the AHT procedure promoted 
the stabilization of γ’ in the Pt- and Si-modified samples. This is based on the assumption that similar 
results were found in samples quenched from 900°C and 1150°C. Presented as a hypothetical 
continuous cooling transformation (CCT) diagram, Figure 60, Pt and Si, both individually and in 
conjunction, are causing the γ’ nose to push left, increasing the amount of γ’ for a given cooling rate. 
The resulting increase in γ’ with increased elemental additions is illustrated in Figure 60 by the 
movement of the γ’ completion curve to the left (i.e., red curve); such a shift with the addition of Pt 
and Si causes an increase in the γ’ volume fraction for any cooling rate. The increase in γ’ volume 
fraction has been observed in other γ+γ’ compositions when comparing non-Si- and Si-containing 
alloys[35]. 
 For Ni-Al-based alloys to be heat-treatable, that is, capable of forming single-phase γ at 
elevated temperatures, the Al content must be limited to ~15at%[55], meaning that the Ni-18Al-10Cr-
X alloys are not suitable compositions for solutionizing heat-treatments. This similarly applies to the 
MCrAlY compositions, where the 1200°C step was not sufficient to put the Y into solution. Therefore 
the Y-rich phase that developed during arc melting remained. It is possible, that with further study, 
these phases could change slightly if a correct solutionizing temperature could be determined. This is 
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not important to the current study since the compositions are not intended to be used in bulk forms or 
as heat-treatable compositions.  
 
Figure 59 Volume fraction of γ’ versus composition for the three heat treatment conditions. 
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Figure 60 Example CCT diagram illustrating the alloying effects of Pt and Si. 
4.4.2 Oxidation Behavior 
In this section the effect of the alloying elements will be discussed in terms of any observed 
benefits in oxidation. The alloying effects of Pt are very clear in both isothermal oxidation at 900°C 
and in cyclic oxidation at 1150°C for the Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf series and have been described 
extensively in past research[6, 11, 42]. Pt substitutes into the ordered L12 γ’-Ni3Al structure in the Ni 
sites[56] causing an increase in the Al:Ni atom ratio crystallographic plane that conatins both Al and 
Ni, thus helping to promote the formation of an alumina scale over an NiO scale. In addition, Pt-
containing γ’-Ni3Al alloys have been shown to exhibit subsurface Pt enrichment during the early 
stages of oxidation[57, 58], leading to a further decrease in Ni availability and an increased Al 
flux[35] from the alloy to the growing scale, which, in turn, leads to the preferential oxidation of Al 
over Ni. This increased flux is due to Pt decreasing the chemical activity of Al resulting in a larger 
flux of Al to the surface to support scale growth. Specifically, in the Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf series, Pt 
eliminates internal oxidation seen in Figure 47. Further, the presence of Pt promotes a more adherent 
scale in cyclic oxidation (Figure 49).  
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The addition of Si to Ni-Al-Pt alloys has been shown to be beneficial[35, 59] but the reason 
for this effect is not entirely understood. One possible effect is that Si causes oxygen solubility to 
decrease, leading to a reduction in the critical concentration required to form a protective scale. In the 
previous comparison for Si in the 900°C oxidation section, the composition of the oxide improved for 
alloy B by reducing the Cr content, pointing towards the reduction of critical concentration of Al to 
form a pure alumina scale. Comparing alloy Pt-A to alloy Pt-B the oxide increases in Ni content 
slightly at 900°C, but Si appears to play a direct role on Hf, reducing its chemical activity to the 
extent that the Hf-rich oxide phase does not form and the scale growth appears more uniform. In 
cyclic oxidation, Si reduces overall mass gain and, when together with Pt, proves to extend protective 
scaling behavior of the alloy beyond the length of the test used in this study. While the effects of Si 
are not entirely understood, it can be said that they are secondary in nature, either affecting other 
alloying additions or playing a more subtle role not clearly seen as an individual contributor. Other 
alloying elements such as Pt function in a primary role directly effecting alloy performance.  
Looking further at the cyclic oxidation data, alloy F showed superb performance in cyclic 
oxidation when compared to the other compositions tested, growing an oxide scale that corresponded 
to low mass gain and no spallation events through 1000 cycles.  Alloy Pt-B showed similar mass-gain 
data; with a lower mass gain overall than alloy F. Such similar oxidation kinetics between the two 
compositions represent a promising result, as alloy F is a coating composition currently used in 
industry. With oxide protection being so vital in the hot corrosion regime, these are promising results 
for the Ni-18Al-10Cr-X compositions have great potential.    
4.4.3 Hot-Corrosion Behavior 
 This section will detail the role of Pt and Si in the Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf series on the hot 
corrosion resistance. The benefits of the alloying elements in oxidation cannot be ignored in hot 
corrosion because of the necessity to form a continuous and protective oxide scale in order to have 
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resistance to hot corrosion. There is a major multi-component effect occurring in type I corrosion 
with the Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf series of alloys.  In the two-element space of the Ni-Al-Cr-based 
system, a significant Cr content is required to prolong corrosion resistance and, in turn, there is a 
required Al content to resist attack without pre-oxidation. The Cr effect can be seen by comparing 
alloys A and B (10Cr) to alloy C (21.7Cr), while maintaining similar Al levels. The Al effect can be 
seen by comparing alloy C (19.5Al) to alloy D (12Al) while maintaining a comparable Cr content. 
The high Cr, high Al alloy C shows significantly less metal consumption, a measure of resistance to 
attack, than alloys A, B, and D.  In multi-component systems, relatively low Pt additions vastly 
improve the hot corrosion protection but require Cr to be fully effective, while Si does not appear to 
greatly benefit the corrosion properties of the system. The benefit of Pt can be made by comparing 
alloy A (0Pt) to alloy Pt-A (3Pt); alloy B (0Pt) to alloy Pt-B (3Pt); and alloys Pt-A and Pt-B (10Cr-
3Pt) to alloys E (15Pt-0Cr) and F (20Pt-0Cr). The Si comparison can be seen by comparing alloy A 
(0Si) to alloy B (2Si) and alloy Pt-A (0Si) to alloy Pt-B (2Si). Similar type I corrosion (and oxidation) 
results were found for Ni-22Al-Hf alloys[35] when Cr and Pt were added to the composition. In that 
previous work, Ni-22Al-(5,10)Pt-(5,10)Cr-Hf exhibited outstanding type I corrosion resistance 
illustrating that relatively low levels of Pt + Cr are beneficial to hot corrosion, as was seen in the Ni-
18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf alloy with and without Si. This interdependent relationship between Pt and Cr 
show that Pt can be used to reduce the critical composition of Cr required for type I corrosion 
resistance in Ni-Al-Cr compositions. Further, Pt has been shown to reduce detrimental S segregation 
to the oxide-alloy interface in similar alloys[60], while Si appears to aid in mass gain reduction 
without a pre-oxidation treatment. Alloy C, the high Cr containing MCrAlY, shows superior 
protection through all iterations of testing. While this result was expected, the Pt-containing alloys 
showed similar resistance to type I hot corrosion. In addition, the Pt-containing group of alloys did 
not require the pre-oxidation treatment that is required for the aluminide coating compositions and 
outperformed these alloys in type I corrosion.  
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As to the specific effect of Pt in the alloy and in type I corrosion, the oxidation results can be 
recalled (see Figure 44). In oxidation conditions alloys A and B grew mixed oxides and had 
significant amounts of internal oxidation at 900°C. This is important to note because the alloys 
oxidize while heating to temperature before the Na2SO4 salt melts and continue to oxidize during at 
least initial reaction with the salt. With these alloys, the formed oxide would degrade rapidly under 
type I conditions leading to attack of the underlying alloy material. And with a pre-oxidation 
procedure the internal oxidation would exacerbate the progression of type 1 corrosion even further. 
Referring to alloys Pt-A and Pt-B, the oxidation results again play an important role. The oxides that 
are formed at 900°C with these compositions are robust alumina scales that would resist the attack of 
the corrosive salt. Additionally, Pt suppresses S segregation during oxidation leading to a more 
adherent scale. In type I corrosion, Pt could help reduce S uptake from the salt, thus suppressing the 
corrosion rate. Si does not show a dramatic effect, when compared to Pt, but shows lower mass gains 
in hot corrosion samples without a pre-oxidation treatment. 
4.4.4 Summary 
It has been shown that the Pt and Si-modified Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf alloys grow exclusive 
alumina scales that provide superb oxidation protection. In addition, these compositions provide 
significant hot corrosion protection without the need for a pre-oxidation treatment. Oxidation results 
led to the ranking of alloys tested, in order from greatest to least resistance to oxidation: Ni-20Al-
20Pt-1wt%Hf > Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf = Ni-50Al-15Pt > Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf > Ni-18Al-
10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf > Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf = Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y = Ni-17.5Cr-12Al-0.3Y. Similarly 
the type I corrosion resistance was ranked: Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y > Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf = Ni-
18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf > Ni-17.5Cr-12Al-0.3Y > Ni-20Al-20Pt-1wt%Hf > Ni-50Al-15Pt > Ni-
18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf > Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf. Using these rankings, Figure 61 illustrates the overall 
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design space for the alloys selected3
 
. Visually, you can see the overall inclination that Pt dramatically 
affects the hot corrosion resistance of the Ni-18Al-10Cr alloys, while it is a coupled addition that 
provides significant benefit to oxidation protection in the Ni-18Al-10Cr-X alloy series. Pt aids in 
oxide scale adherence and promote exclusive alumina scales. Ultimately, the removal of Pt from the 
composition is desirable from a cost perspective, but in this work it has been demonstrated that the 
protection required for high temperature operation has been achieved with a comparatively low level 
of Pt. While the role of Si in the oxidation of these alloys is not fully known, its apparent secondary 
effect has a vital role in oxidation protection. 
Figure 61 Schematic of the design space of the experiments. Moving in an x=y direction indicates coupled 
resistance. 
 
                                                     
3 The zero location of each axis is not indicative of zero resistance to the corresponding environmental attack 
but a reduced protection comparatively  
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5. CHARACTERIZATION OF PT-MODIFIED NI-18AL-10CR-2SI-
0.1HF AND COMPARISON THERMAL SPRAYED COATINGS 
This chapter discusses the deposition and modification of Ni-18Al-10Cr-X coatings and the 
performance of these and comparison coatings in the testing regimes. Thermal spray coating 
compositions in this section will focus on coating A (Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf), coating B (Ni-18Al-
10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf), coating C (Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y), and coating D (Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y). The 
presentation of these coatings will progress through deposition, Pt modification, oxidation testing, 
and finally the hot corrosion regime.  
5.1 As-deposited and Pt-modification of Thermal Sprayed Coatings 
5.1.1 As-deposited coatings 
 Figure 62 shows the coatings after deposition from the thermal spray operation. In the final 
iteration of coating parameter refinement, a compromise in thickness was made between coatings C 
and D (MCrAlY composition) and coatings A and B (Ni-18Al-10Cr-X composition) coatings due to 
deposition efficiency. As shown in Figure 62, coatings A and B measure between 350 and 400 μm, 
depending on asperities, while coatings C and D measure between 450 and 500 μm. As seen in Figure 
62, coatings A and B have increased porosity compared to coatings C and D. Many factors can 
contribute to porosity differences such as melting temperature of the material, powder size, and heat 
capacity.  Using Figure 63, the liquidus temperatures of the different powders can be estimated. For 
coatings A and B the solidification temperature is approximately 1375°C, coating C is 1350°C, while 
coating D is 1400°C. Coatings A and B, despite having a liquidus temperature in between alloy C and 
alloy D powders, show increased porosity. It has been shown that the particle size distribution of 
thermal spray powders can affect many characteristics of thermal spray coatings[61], including 
porosity. The powder distribution used in starting powders for coatings A and B was between 45μm 
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and 106μm while for coating C it was 45μm to 75μm and for coating D it was 53μm to 106μm. 
Within these size ranges, the powder in the two MCrAlY compositions is skewed to the higher end of 
each scale while the powder in the Ni-18Al-10Cr-X compositions is skewed to the smaller end of the 
distribution, which leads to the high porosity found in coatings A and B.  
 
Figure 62 As-sprayed thermal spray coatings on Haynes 214: A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-
0.1Hf C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
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Figure 63 Liquidus projections for the Ni-Al-Cr system. 
5.1.2 Pt-modification 
 The time and temperature for Pt diffusion was limited to a maximum of 6 hours at 1080°C. 
To determine the effects of diffusion time on the Pt diffusion profile, an experiment was designed 
with time and composition as the variables; coatings A, C, and D were included in these experiments.  
Figure 64, Figure 66, and Figure 68 show the diffusion penetration plots that were measured at 
different times. The images shown to the left of the plots in Figure 64, Figure 66, and Figure 68 are of 
the 6 hour samples and EDS measurements were spaced 2μm apart.  
 Examining closer, Coating A shows similar diffusion profiles between the 4 and 6 hour 
diffusion trials, while the 2 hour diffusion indicates a higher surface concentration which is in 
agreement with the lower diffusion time.  Figure 65 shows Al enrichment (with a Ni and Cr 
depletion) corresponding to the γ’ phase at the surface of the coating. Additionally, there is a γ-phase 
layer below the aforementioned γ’ surface layer. This γ layer is believed to be a consequence of Al 
depletion owing to the Al enrichment at the surface. Beyond this diffusion effect (approximately 
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25μm into the coating) the composition measurements return to the base composition. Due to the 
coarseness of the EDS measurements, the two-phase region is not shown in the EDS data, but it is 
present in the sample.  The diffusion composition profiles for the 4 and 6 hour diffusion times show 
the same surface enrichment and intermediate γ-layer formation.  Extending the analysis to coatings C 
and D, similar Pt-induced phase changes can be seen. Coating C’s Pt composition profiles are very 
similar for the 2 and 4 hour diffusion times.  Looking at the complete diffusion data, the Pt-rich points 
in the 2 and 4 hour data are associated with Pt-rich β phases near the surface, while the information 
after point 5 shows a stable, high-Cr γ phase. Looking at the final diffusion time, Figure 67 shows the 
full EDS trace information, where it is seen that the diffusion profile distributes evenly with the 
formation of a uniform Pt-rich β layer at the surface, followed by a two-phase region, and finally a 
uniform γ region. Coating D shows rapid diffusion of Pt through all trials. Compositional phase 
changes arise with the surface migration of Al, forming a γ’ surface layer that grows with increased 
diffusion time, as indicated in Figure 69.  
 When comparing the Pt content achieved through the surface modification to the Pt content in  
the bulk Pt-containing Ni-18Al-10Cr-(2Si)-0.1Hf samples, a very large discrepancy in surface content 
versus alloy content arises. The initial target for bulk sample Pt-content was based on levels that 
could be achieved in thermal sprayed coatings. Extending that premise, the Pt content was averaged 
throughout the EDS analysis in the surface-enriched regions, leading to an average Pt content of 
between 3.5 and 4.5 at% Pt in the coatings surface. While this is only an observation, the actual 
protection mechanisms between the bulk and coating composition may be expected to vary greatly.  
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Figure 64 EDS trace on Pt-modified Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf Image: Pt-modified Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf annealed 
for 6 hours. Graph: Pt EDS data. 
 
Figure 65 EDS information for the 2 hour diffusion trial in the Pt-modified Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf. 
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Figure 66 EDS trace on Pt-modified Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y Image: Pt-modified Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y 
annealed for 6 hours. Graph: Pt EDS data. 
 
Figure 67 EDS information for the 6 hour diffusion trial in the Pt-modified Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y. 
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Figure 68 EDS trace on Pt-modified Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y Image: Pt-modified Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y 
annealed for 6 hours. Graph: Pt EDS data. 
 
Figure 69 EDS information for the 6 hour diffusion trial in the Pt-modified Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
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5.2 Oxidation of Thermal-Sprayed Coatings 
The thermal-sprayed coatings were subjected to isothermal oxidation conditions. Figure 70 
shows the recorded mass gains of the coatings after 100 hours at 1150°C in lab air. The Pt 
modification has a subtle effect on coatings without the Si addition, similar to the results for oxidation 
of the bulk samples in the Ni-18Al-10Cr series. While the oxide layers that grew on the Pt-modified 
coatings A and B were similar, the mass gains of the Pt- and Si-containing coatings were significantly 
reduced. The Pt-modification of the MCrAlY coatings shows detrimental effects when looking at 
mass gain, while visually, the oxides that grew on the Pt-modified coatings is fundamentally better 
due to the reduction in Cr-content. The mass gain can be attributed to an overall higher consumption 
of Al in the Pt-modified MCrAlY samples. It can be seen that in coating form, coating C does provide 
better oxidation protection than coatings A and B, even with Pt-modification, which deviates 
significantly from the bulk results. 
Figure 71 shows resulting scale cross sections on the four Pt-free coatings. Analysis is 
focused on oxide formed at the surface of the coatings in order to provide the best comparison to the 
bulk samples. The oxides that grew on coatings A and B have a two-layered structure, comprised of 
NiAl2O4 above an inner layer of Al2O3, as confirmed by EDS. The MCrAlY coatings form a similar 
oxide structure, but the surface layer oxide is a (Cr,Al)2O3 that decreases in Cr until an Al2O3 layer is 
present beneath.  Figure 72 shows the cross-section results from isothermal oxidation of coatings with 
the Pt-surface modification. Similar to the Pt benefit with the bulk alloys, all the thermal spray 
coatings changed in oxide growth and composition.  Coatings A and B show similar oxides in both 
thickness and composition. Both oxides are continuous alumina scales that contain fine HfO2 
particles. Coating B deviates slightly from results observed for the bulk alloy series where it was 
shown that Hf oxidation was precluded in the presence of Si. The oxides that grew on the Pt-modified 
MCrAlY coatings show a dramatic composition change when compared to the unmodified samples. 
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The oxide for coating C is mostly alumina in composition but has a Y-rich oxide phase, as indicated 
by Z-contrast in the oxide. The oxide layer on coating D starts as an alumina scale but due to Al 
consumption in the bulk, a Cr-rich oxide eventually grows below this alumina layer.  
 
Figure 70 Mass gains of thermal spray coatings with and without Pt after 100 hours at 1150°C. 
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Figure 71 Oxidation at 1150°C for 100 hours. A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf, C) Ni-
21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y, D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
 
Figure 72 Oxidation at 1150°C for 100 hours with Pt surface modification. A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, B) Ni-
18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf, C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y, D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
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5.3 Hot Corrosion of Thermal-Sprayed Coatings 
The type I hot corrosion tests that were performed on the bulk samples were replicated for the 
thermal spray coatings with and without Pt surface modification. Analyzing the mass gains (Figure 
73) from type I corrosion of the coatings samples, it can be seen that the pre-oxidation helps 
significantly more in terms of lower mass gain than Pt modification of these coatings due to a 
“sealing” effect. This inferred sealing effect is a blocking and filling of the porous regions of the 
coating with oxide during pre-oxidation, leading to reduced area of attack simply by preventing salt 
from spreading rapidly into the coating. Looking at coating B, it can be seen that the Pt-modified and 
pre-oxidized sample shows higher mass gain than the unmodified sample. Causes for the increased 
mass gain in this coating are unknown, but a possible factor could be coating density fluctuations 
between the individual samples leading to an inaccurate representation of mass gain per area. If the 
density of the Pt-modified coating was lower than that of the comparison coating, individual 
deviations could lead to a significant change in mass gain. Moving to coatings C and D, Pt 
modification of the MCrAlY alloys led to increased mass gains compared to their Pt-free counterpart. 
This significant mass gain is likely due to changes observed during oxidation of the MCrAlY 
coatings. The Cr-based scales found on the Pt-free MCrAlY compositions are inherently more 
protective in type I corrosion due to the nature in which Cr-based oxide scales dissolve while under 
sulfate attack. The oxide-sulfate interface has low oxygen activity leading to Cr2O3 scales to dissolves 
as NaCrO2[62]. At the salt-gas interface, Cr2O3 dissolves as NaCrO4 which has higher solubility than 
NaCrO2 has at the oxide-salt interface, resulting in a dissolution reaction that does not sustain 
dissolution of the Cr2O3. Instead, Cr2O3 will dissolve to the saturation point and will cease to dissolve 
any further[7]. This positive solubility gradient does not apply to Al2O3 scales due to the lack of 
multiple valence states. Similar to the bulk results, Coating C outperformed the other coatings in type 
I corrosion. The visual examination shows increased resistance in Pt-modified coatings A and B, but 
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the mass gain data reveal that the Pt-free Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y with pre-oxidation coating provides 
the best resistance to type I corrosion. 
 
Figure 73 Mass gains from HTHC of thermal-sprayed coatings. The blue background denotes samples 
without a pre-oxidation treatment. The green background shows samples with a pre-oxidation treatment. The 
hatched bars indicate the Pt-modified condition. 
 
Figure 74 shows the cross section of the coatings after 100 hours of type I corrosion. Due to 
the coating density being low, the deposited salt wicks into the coating exacerbating the attack by 
changing from a surface phenomenon to a more inclusive degradation. Focusing on the attack located 
at the surface of the coating, all four compositions of the coatings showed similar results to the bulk 
compositions in respect to the extent of the surface attack. Away from the surface, sulfidation attack 
can be seen in coatings A and B, indicating severe corrosion implications with porous coatings. Due 
to the significantly higher Cr content in coating C, the increased corrosion within the coatings is 
mitigated, while coating D exhibits intermediate resistance.  
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Figure 74 HTHC of as-deposited thermal spray coatings without pre-oxidation. A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, B) 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf, C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y, D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
 
Figure 75 HTHC of Pt-modified thermal spray coatings without pre-oxidation. A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, B) 
Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf, C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y, D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
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Analogous beneficial trends associated with Pt modifications of the Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf 
series in bulk forms appear in the counterpart coatings and extend to Pt modification of the MCrAlY 
coatings. The Pt-modified coatings show across-the-board increased resistance to type I corrosion, as 
can be seen in Figure 75. Due to the diffusion step, the Pt-modified coatings increased in density 
when compared to their unmodified counterpart. As with the bulk alloys, Pt additions greatly increase 
the type I corrosion resistance of the Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf series. Coatings A and B have reduced 
corrosion product and no sulfidation attack. As noted previously, the surface of the coatings has a 
significant increase in Pt when compared to the bulk of the coating. This increase in Pt content does 
not lead to any visually apparent detrimental effect on the corrosion resistance of the coatings, 
indicating that the Pt modification of Ni-18Al-10Cr-(2Si)-0.1Hf coatings have nearly equivalent 
resistances to type I corrosion as the bulk alloys. Examining the MCrAlY coatings, coatings C and D 
show slight improvements, but not by a significant amount over the Pt-free counterparts.  
As with the bulk samples, a set of coatings with and without Pt modification was subjected to 
a pre-oxidation treatment of 10 hours at 1150°C before hot corrosion testing. Coating cross-sections 
are shown in Figure 76 and Figure 77, with the latter being the Pt-modified coatings. Visually the 
results are very similar to the previous analysis comparing Pt and Pt-free coatings, as well as the 
comparison of pre-oxidation procedures in the bulk alloys. Specifically, coatings A and B in Figure 
76 show no increase in protection compared to the results for coatings A and B in Figure 74. As well, 
coatings Pt-A and Pt-B in Figure 77 appear to have similar resistance to hot corrosion when compared 
to coatings Pt-A and Pt-B in Figure 75 illustrating that the effect of the pre-oxidation treatment is only 
reflected in the mass gain data and cannot be resolved in the cross-sections.  
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Figure 76 HTHC of as-deposited thermal spray coatings with pre-oxidation. A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, B) Ni-
18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf, C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y, D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
 
Figure 77 HTHC of Pt-modified thermal spray coatings with pre-oxidation. A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf, B) Ni-
18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf, C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y, D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y. 
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6.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The microstructure of the Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf alloy series was determined to be a two-phase, 
γ-Ni + γ’ Ni3Al. It was determined that the γ’ volume fraction in the four compositions in this series 
were similar when quenched from isothermal holds, indicating that the microstructures are similar in 
all testing regimes. 
Pt- and Si-modified Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf alloys were tested in oxidation conditions. The non-
Pt containing alloys (Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf and Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf) were shown to form 
chemically complex oxides together with a significant amount of internal oxide during isothermal 
oxidation at 900°C. In cyclic oxidation conditions, these alloys began to spall the thermally grown 
oxide (TGO) early (<200 cycles) in the test, leading to mass loss. The Pt-containing alloys (Ni-18Al-
10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf and Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf) formed uniform, protective alumina scales without 
internal oxidation at 900°C. The Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf alloy showed increased oxidation 
resistance during cyclic oxidation, but the oxide began to spall after 300 cycles. With the addition of 
Si, i.e., the Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf alloy, protective cyclic oxidation behavior was found 
throughout the entire testing duration. Comparing other compositions to the Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-
0.1Hf alloy in cyclic oxidation, the Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf alloy was very similar to the Ni-
20Al-20Pt-0.1wt%Hf alloy, showing low mass gain and retaining a protective scale throughout. The 
second aluminide composition tested, Ni-50Al-15Pt, showed typical response of the β-type 
composition, with higher mass gain than the Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf and Ni-20Al-20Pt-
0.1wt%Hf alloys but maintained a protective scale throughout all 1000 cycles. The MCrAlY 
comparison alloys displayed rapid mass gain and premature spallation of the TGO leading to poor 
results in cyclic oxidation. 
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The effect of Pt and Si, either separately or together, on the response of the Ni-18Al-10Cr-
0.1Hf alloy in type I corrosion testing was studied. It was found that the Pt-free Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf 
alloys with and without Si, show high mass gain and an advancing corrosion front, demonstrating that 
10Cr is below the critical level of Cr to provide hot corrosion protection. For the Pt-containing Ni-
18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf alloys with and without Si, it was found that there is an interdependent effect 
between Pt and Cr that provides a significant improvement to type I corrosion resistance and 
ultimately protection in the hot corrosion environment. Si was not found to significantly affect the 
type I corrosion resistance of the Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf alloys with and without Pt. There were 
indications that Si improved the corrosion resistance of Pt-free Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf without pre-
oxidation but the result was not considerable enough to provide protection without Pt. Additionally, 
pre-oxidation did not greatly affect the result of the Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf alloys in type I corrosion. 
Comparing other compositions to the Pt-modified Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf alloys in type I corrosion, it 
was found that the Pt-modified Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf alloys have similar resistance to the Ni-21.7Cr-
19.5Al-0.5Y MCrAlY composition. The second MCrAlY, Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-0.3Y, was shown to 
require the pre-oxidation to become protective in type I corrosion. The aluminides showed moderate 
resistance to type I corrosion and emphasize the interconnected effect of Pt and Cr on hot corrosion. It 
was shown that the single modification of Pt, even in high additions, was less protective than the Pt + 
Cr (i.e. together) containing compositions. Combining the results from the individual testing regimes, 
it is clear that the Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf alloy provides the superior protection in both 
environments.  
Turning to the coating regime, it was demonstrated that the Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf and Ni-
18Al-10Cr-2Si-0.1Hf compositions were able to transition to thermal sprayed coatings on a 
superalloy substrate. Due to the demonstrated importance in the bulk alloys and the inhibitively high 
cost alloying thermal spray powders with Pt, a Pt-modification procedure was established for 
modification of thermal sprayed coatings. The Pt modification procedure was analyzed to determine 
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the surface concentration of Pt, the composition of subsurface layers that were developed, and the 
penetration depth of Pt within the heat treatment conditions. This information was used to highlight 
differences between bulk alloys and the thermal sprayed coatings. 
The thermal spray coatings were tested in oxidation conditions to determine possible changes 
from the characterized bulk responses. It was shown that similar oxide scales grow on the thermal 
spray coatings and the Pt-modification of coatings shows similar improvements in mass gain and 
oxide composition in the Ni-18Al-10Cr-(2Si)-0.1Hf coatings and bulk alloys. It was established that 
Pt-modification of the MCrAlY coatings change the TGO in a similar manor that occurs in the Ni-
18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf series.  
Hot corrosion tests were performed on thermal sprayed coatings. Pre-oxidation proved to play 
a pivotal role in the hot corrosion resistance of the thermal spray coatings reducing mass gain with all 
coating compositions that were tested due to a sealing effect of the coating, i.e., a closing of the as-
deposited porosity. Pt-modification was shown to improve the performance of the Ni-18Al-10Cr-
0.1Hf series in type I corrosion, while the MCrAlY compositions show detrimental mass gain 
difference with Pt-modification due to the change in oxidation behavior. While the results show that 
the Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y coatings outperformed the other compositions across the board, this is 
indicative of a processing issue more than of a materials performance result. Given further deposition 
optimization, it is expected that the environmental resistance properties would further reflect those of 
the bulk alloys. 
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7.0 FUTURE WORK 
 Expansions on this research would be to further the knowledge of the environmental 
protection with the Pt- and Si-modified Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf alloy series. An interesting investigation 
would be to determine the effects of the increased Pt content that was seen in the Pt-modified 
coatings, on the bulk alloy series in both oxidation and type I corrosion conditions. With increase Pt 
content, oxidation performance would improve but a balance would be needed to maintain the hot 
corrosion resistance. Expanding testing regimes would provide a larger knowledge base for the alloy 
series. Preliminary findings show that the Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf alloys can provide protection in type 
II corrosion, as shown in Figure 78. Interestingly, when compared to type I corrosion, Si plays a 
larger role in protection while Pt is reduced in effectiveness.  
 The obvious expansion on work in the coatings regime is to re-evaluate the coating 
deposition procedure to produce higher density coatings. Increased coating density could be achieved 
by either process optimization with APS or by transitioning to alternative coating techniques such as 
HVOF and VPS. A higher coating density would result in a stronger correlation between properties 
determined in bulk testing and those found in coatings testing. Additional information could be 
gained into possible substrate interactions as well as expansion into mechanical testing of the 
composition.  
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Figure 78 Cross section from type II corrosion of bulk alloys. A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-0.1Hf B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-2Si-
0.1Hf Pt-A) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-0.1Hf Pt-B) Ni-18Al-10Cr-3Pt-2Si-0.1Hf C) Ni-21.7Cr-19.5Al-0.5Y D) Ni-17.6Cr-12Al-
0.3Y. 
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